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Abstract: Background: In addition to the effects on patients suffering from motor-manifest Hunting-
ton’s disease (HD), this fatal disease is devasting to people who are at risk, premanifest mutation-
carriers, and especially to whole families. There is a huge burden on people in the environment
of affected HD patients, and a need for further research to identify at-risk caregivers. The aim of
our research was to investigate a large cohort of family members, in comparison with genotype
negative and premanifest HD in order to evaluate particular cohorts more closely. Methods: We used
the ENROLL-HD global registry study to compare motoric, cognitive, functional, and psychiatric
manifestation in family members, premanifest HD, and genotype negative participant as controls.
Cross-sectional data were analyzed using ANCOVA-analyses in IBM SPSS Statistics V.28. Results:
Of N = 21,116 participants from the global registry study, n = 5174 participants had a premanifest
motor-phenotype, n = 2358 were identified as family controls, and n = 2640 with a negative HD
genotype. Analysis of variance revealed more motoric, cognitive, and psychiatric impairments in
premanifest HD (all p < 0.001). Self-reported psychiatric assessments revealed a significantly higher
score for depression in family controls (p < 0.001) when compared to genotype negative (p < 0.001)
and premanifest HD patients (p < 0.05). Family controls had significantly less cognitive capacities
within the cognitive test battery when compared to genotype negative participants. Conclusions:
Within the largest cohort of HD patients and families, several impairments of motoric, functional,
cognitive, and psychiatric components can be confirmed in a large cohort of premanifest HD, po-
tentially due to prodromal HD pathology. HD family controls suffered from higher self-reported
depression and less cognitive capacities, which were potentially due to loaded or stressful situations.
This research aims to sensitize investigators to be aware of caregiver burdens caused by HD and
encourage support with socio-medical care and targeted psychological interventions. In particular,
further surveys and variables are necessary in order to implement them within the database so as to
identify at-risk caregivers.

Keywords: Huntington’s disease; caregiver burden; premanifest Huntington’s disease; prodromal
Huntington’s disease; ENROLL-HD

1. Introduction

The autosomal-dominant Huntington’s disease (HD) is accompanied by progressive
neurodegeneration and several different motoric, cognitive, and psychological–behavioral
symptoms [1]. Although primary motor symptoms of the monogenic disease with a
typical mid-life onset are associated with chorea, manifold other symptoms, such as dys-
tonia, hypokinetic–rigidity or myoclonic symptoms, are well described [2–4]. Behavioral–
psychiatric disturbances with depression, aggressive behavior, anxiety, apathy, or cognitive
changes that decline over time can already occur in the prodromal disease phase [5,6].

Manifold approaches have been created to assess the role of caregivers and families, to
find appropriate measurement and assessment methods, to evaluate quality of life and iden-
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tify determinants to assess the influence of HD on patients and caregiver burdens [7–11].
Because findings are mostly based on case reports with qualitative interviews, further
understanding and validation in a large real-world cohort is necessary.

Neuropsychiatric symptoms have been identified to decrease the quality of life in
affected HD patients and increase burden in caregivers [10,12,13]. Although previous
research describes the huge strain and burden on people in the environment of HD patients,
other research highlights the vast necessity to identify at-risk caregivers and implement
early interventions, such as targeted psychological interventions [13,14]. In this context, Yu
et al. described that being a sole caregiver is associated with higher burden and caregivers
are at higher risk for psychosomatic symptoms and burnout [13].

It is known that HD has major impacts on family systems by changing roles and there
is urgent need to provide the best individual support, depending on the stage of disease
and specific situation [9]. Wibawa et al. identified that psychiatric–cognitive symptoms,
such as anosognosia or being unawareness of own deficits, are associated with greater
caregiver burden in a cohort of n = 38 HD patients [15]. These psychiatric symptoms have
been well described and develop frequently in HD, increasing with disease progression
but being present even in prodrome HD [6]. The evaluation of neuropsychiatric symp-
toms in HD investigated apathy, irritability, and depression within the Problem Behaviors
Assessment (PBA) scale with a notable higher longitudinal prevalence within the course
of the disease [16]. Apathy, perseveration, and obsession was identified to correlate with
higher motor impairments and cognitive declines where irritability and depression did
not increase with disease progression [17,18]. Recently, investigations described irritabil-
ity in HD as a multidimensional construct associated with other psychiatric behavioral
symptoms, such as anxiety and depression [19]. Additionally, an impaired ability to reflect
on the mental states of the self and others (theory of mind; ToM), impaired recognition of
emotions and social cognitive deficits might impair communication and living with those
individuals affected by HD [20–24].

Another perspective was taken and objectives pursued to analyze—in addition to early
manifest HD patients—prodromal and premanifest mutation carriers, whereby neuropsy-
chiatric symptoms were highly prevalent in premanifest stages, such as irritability, apathy,
and executive dysfunctions (measured within the PBA) [25,26]. Within a small cohort of
n = 31 participants, an association between hopelessness, depression, and anxiety symp-
toms was recently detected in the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) in HTT-
mutation carriers without clinical HD diagnosis when compared to participants without
mutation, emphasizing the need for timely diagnostics and symptomatic treatments [27].
It remains unknown whether these findings can be validated in larger HD cohorts.

Because the evaluation of psychopathology in premanifest and affected HD patients
can be very challenging, the role of caregivers is also important for providing information
and assessments about psychopathologic symptoms in affected patients [28]. Therefore,
dimensional tests, such as the aforementioned PBA scale, the Unified Huntington’s Disease
Rating Scale (UHDRS) for functionality or cognition, and the HADS, have been identified to
be reliable and sensitive instruments for documenting and monitoring symptoms [28–30].
Specific items of the HADS were identified to be appropriate for measuring general psy-
chopathologic distress in HD-affected patients [30] and the PBA-short form (PBA-s) was
assessed in large HD cohorts as being a reliable and valid clinical outcome measure [31,32].

The evaluation of a large caregiver cohort with regard to psychiatric, cognitive, and
functional capacities for the first time helps to better understand how to provide the best
individual support in terms of socio-medical care and adapting targeted psychological
interventions. This research focuses on clarifying and sensitizing the large impact of HD
on people, not affected themselves, but rather who are in the environment.

We took advantage of a huge global database of HD patients, to investigate partic-
ipants, such as family controls, premanifest HD, and genotype-negative participants as
a control group. The aim of the study was to investigate the three groups in order to
evaluate and confirm findings of neuropsychiatric abnormalities and to expand knowledge
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with regard to cognitive and functional capacities. Since our focus in this research is on
caregivers, we did not further analyze the manifest HD group included in ENROLL-HD.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants from the Global Registry Study ENROLL-HD

We investigated the global registry study, ENROLL-HD, in order to analyze the
largest cohort of premanifest HD patients, family members of affected HD patients, as
well as genotype-negative participants. Enroll-HD is a global clinical research platform
designed to facilitate clinical research into HD. Core datasets are collected annually from
all research participants as part of this global multi-center longitudinal observational study.
Data are monitored for quality and accuracy using a risk-based monitoring approach.
All sites are required to obtain and maintain local ethical approval. We investigated the
periodic dataset five (PDS5), as described previously [33,34] Ethics approval was obtained
by the local ethics committee of Ruhr-University Bochum (No. 4941-14). Participants
were categorized at enrollment of study entry (baseline visit) as pre-manifest/pre-motor-
manifest HD, manifest/motor-manifest HD (with a diagnostic confidence level of 4 having
unequivocal signs of clinical manifest HD), or as family controls. Community controls were
not included in the study. Participants without an earlier conducted molecular-genetic
testing prior to study participation but with first-degree relatives of an HD patient were
initially included as “genetic unknown” and automatically mapped to the pre-manifest or
family control-group in the dataset after genetic testing as part of the baseline visit.

2.2. Measures and Statistical Analyses

Fundamental demographic and genetic parameters were assessed in groups analyz-
ing cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG)-repeat lengths in the Huntingtin-gene (HTT), age,
sex, educational level, and motoric parameters were assessed using the UHDRS—total
motor score. Cognitive performance was evaluated and compared between groups with
the ENROLL-HD test battery, including five cognitive tests: symbol digit modality test
(SDMT), verbal fluency test (category; Verfct), stroop color naming (SCN), stroop-word
reading (SWR), stroop interference test (SIT) and mini mental state examination (MMSE).
Functionality was analyzed with the UHDRS-total functional capacity (TFC) and inde-
pendence scale (IS). We additionally analyzed psychiatric behavior using assessments
within the Problem Behaviours Assessment-short (PBA-s) questionnaire, as reported by
the clinical rater, including subscores for depression, irritability/aggression, psychosis,
apathy, executive function, and self-reported assessments using the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale/Snaith Irritability Scale (HADS-SIS)—a combined questionnaire with
subscores for anxiety, depression, irritability, and outward and inward irritability.

Data were analyzed by comparing means and standard deviations in and between
groups using ANCOVA analyses, controlling for age and education as a cross-sectional
approach. Baseline data of study participation were analyzed in IBM SPSS Statistics V.28
(Armonk, NY, USA). Post hoc Tukey HSD testing was performed for analyzing pair-wise
differences between groups. Descriptive data were depicted by chi-square testing.

3. Results
3.1. Cohorts of Pre-Manifest, Family Controls and Genotype-Negative Participants in the
ENROLL-HD Database

Out of N = 21,116 participants within the global ENROLL-HD registry study, we
identified a cohort of n = 5174 participants categorized with a premanifest motor-phenotype,
n = 2640 with negative genotype, and n = 2358 as family controls (Figure 1).

Community controls were not included in the dataset and participants introducing an
unknown genotype were automatically mapped to premanifest or family control groups
after the initial pseudonymized genetic testing.
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3.2. Baseline Characteristics of Premanifest, Genotype Negative and Family Controls

As a first approach, we depicted sociodemographic data and baseline performance of
motoric, cognitive, and psychiatric manifestation as mean (SD) within and between the
three groups.

Analysis of variance revealed that sociodemographic and motoric data significantly
differed between groups, revealing premanifest HD participants as having higher motoric
UHDRS total motor scores (all p < 0.001). Regarding further analyses of functional, cogni-
tive, and psychiatric performance, we controlled for age and education to minimize the
effects of underlying heterogeneous sociodemographic data. Within the large cohort of
N = 10,172 participants, premanifest HD patients had medium lower functional scores,
revealing more impairment (TFC; IS; all p < 0.001) of performance (Table 1).

Regarding cognitive assessments, n = 2640 genotype negative participants reached the
highest scores in mean, indicating better performances and significant group differences
between the depicted cohorts (all p < 0.001).

With regard to psychiatric parameters, the PBA-s questionnaire—as investigated by
a clinical rater—revealed that premanifest HD patients suffered from higher psychiatric
subscores for depression, irritability/aggression, psychosis, apathy, and executive function
in the medium subscore (all p < 0.001). The main symptoms with highest medium subscores
were identified in all three subgroups for depression and irritability.

Self-reported psychiatric assessments within the HADS-SIS-testing showed the high-
est scores in the medium subscore regarding anxiety, irritability, and outward and inward
irritability within the premanifest HD patients and there were significant differences be-
tween groups (all p < 0.001). The combined questionnaire revealed the highest subscore for
depression in n = 1755 (participants as family controls) and likewise there were significant
differences between the groups (p < 0.001).
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Table 1. Baseline sociodemographic, motoric, functional, cognitive and psychiatric data between groups at baseline visit.
Cross-sectional data revealed group differences between premanifest, genotype-negative and family control participants
within the ENROLL-HD study. +: higher scores = better performance; #: higher scores = more impairment.

Premanifest HD
(n = 5174)

Family Controls
(n = 2358)

Genotype Negative
(n = 2640) F p Part. Eta2

Age (y); M (SD) 39.8 (12.1) 52.7 (12.9) 41.3 (14.2) 858.832 <0.001 0.145

Sex (f/m)
(%f)

3099/2074
(59.9)

1339/1018
(56.8)

1717/922
(65.1) 37.395 <0.001 0.001

CAG high 42.4 (2.8) 20.0 (3.4) 20.3 (3.8) 60,637.636 <0.001 0.923

ISCED+ 3.9 (1.1)
(n = 5157)

3.8 (1.2)
(n = 2351)

3.9 (1.2)
(n = 2624) 14.737 <0.001 0.003

Motoric UHDRS TMS # 3.0 (4.5) 1.5 (2.9) 1.7 (3.6) 167.799 <0.001 0.031
TFC+ 12.7 (0.9) 12.9 (0.6) 12.9 (0.7) 43.321 <0.001 0.008

IS+ 98.9 (3.8) 99.6 (2.1) 99.6 (2.8) 43.639 <0.001 0.009

SDMT+ 49.3 (12.1)
(n = 5139)

47.8 (12.0)
(n = 2342)

51.7 (11.9)
(n = 2610) 105.016 <0.001 0.020

Verfct+ 21.2 (5.8)
(n = 5133)

21.7 (5.5)
(n = 2335)

22.1 (5.7)
(n = 2618) 58.897 <0.001 0.012

SCNT+ 72.4 (14.8)
(n = 5126)

73.1 (14.1)
(n = 2324)

75.4 (14.3)
(n = 2606) 91.273 <0.001 0.018

SWRT+ 92.7 (18.4)
(n = 5130)

94.3 (17.3)
(n = 2326)

96.6 (17.3)
(n = 2611) 92.996 <0.001 0.018

MMSE+ 28.7 (1.7)
(n = 3653)

28.8 (1.6)
(n = 1612)

29.0 (1.5)
(n = 2031) 56.640 <0.001 0.015

PBA_depscore # 4.3 (5.8)
(n = 5155)

3.5 (4.9)
(n = 2352)

3.2 (5.2)
(n = 2631) 39.697 <0.001 0.008

Irascore # 2.0 (3.6) 1.4 (2.7) 1.2 (2.8) 54.574 <0.001 0.011
Psyscore # 0.12 (1.0) 0.02 (0.3) 0.11 (0.9) 5.531 0.004 0.001
Aptscore # 0.99 (2.4) 0.43 (1.4) 0.51 (1.7) 71.966 <0.001 0.014
Exfscore # 1.3 (3.1) 0.6 (2.1) 0.9 (2.4) 37.343 <0.001 0.007

Hads_anxscore # 5.6 (4.0)
(n = 3552)

5.3 (3.7)
(n = 1755)

5.2 (3.9)
(n = 1988) 6.669 <0.001 0.002

Depscore # 3.6 (3.5) 3.9 (3.3) 3.1 (3.1) 39.697 <0.001 0.008
Irrascore # 5.1 (4.0) 4.3 (3.1) 4.3 (3.7) 32.927 <0.001 0.009
Outscore # 3.2 (2.5) 2.8 (2.1) 2.7 (2.3) 28.648 <0.001 0.008
Inwscore # 1.9 (2.1) 1.5 (1.7) 1.6 (2.0) 20.130 <0.001 0.005

Abbreviations: M: mean; SD: standard deviation; p: p value; F: F value; Part Eta2: effect size; y: years; UHDRS: Unified Huntington’s
Disease Rating Scale; CAG: cytosine-adenine-guanine repeat length; ISCED: educational level; TMS: total motor score; TFC: total functional
capacity; IS: independence scale; SDMT: symbol digit modality test; Verfct: verbal fluency test (category); SCNT: stroop color naming test;
SWRT: stroop word reading test; SIT: stroop interference test; MMSE: mini mental state examination; PBA_depscore: Problem Behaviours
Assessment-Short Depression; Irascore: irritability/aggression; Psyscore: psychosis; Aptscore: apathy; Exfscore: executive function;
Hads_anxscore: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale_anxiety subscore; depscore: depression subscore; Irrscore: irritability subscore;
outscore: outward irritability subscore; Inwscore: inward irritability subscore. Values highlighted (background colors): green = best
performance; red = most impairment.

3.3. Pairwise Post Hoc Analysis between Groups

Having established analyses of cross-sectional mean data, we performed a pairwise
group analysis with regard to motoric, functional, cognitive, and psychiatric performance.

The motoric and functional analyses proved that group differences depicted within
the baseline data differed based on premanifest participants with significantly higher
motoric scores and less functional capacities if compared to family control and genotype-
negative participants (all p < 0.001). No significant differences were observed for family
controls compared to genotype-negative participants regarding motoric and functional
performance.

Similar differences were observed in cognitive tests showing premanifest HD with
less capacities if compared to genotype-negative patients (all p < 0.001). Except for the
SDMT, significant group differences were observed in terms of cognitive capacities in
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premanifest patients vs. family controls. Additionally, the large cohort of n = 2640 genotype
negative participants showed higher scores with better cognitive performances if compared
to the n = 2358 family controls (all p < 0.001) while controlling for age and education as
co-variables.

Psychiatric parameters in PBA-s revealed higher group domain scores for depression,
irritability/aggression, apathy, and executive function in the premanifest group, compared
to genotype-negative and family members (all p < 0.001). The judgement of the clinical
rater within the PBA-s did not depict differences regarding depression and irritability in
family controls vs. genotype negative participants, but minor scores for psychosis, apathy,
and executive function in family controls (p < 0.001).

Self-reported assessments depicted—in the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale/Snaith
Irritability Scale—revealed more psychiatric impairments in premanifest participants if com-
pared to genotype negative and family members, except for the depression subscore in which
family members reported significantly more impairment if compared to both other groups
(Table 2).

Table 2. Post hoc Tukey-HSD testing for motoric, functional and psychiatric parameters assessing pairwise differences
between groups. +: higher scores = better performance; #: higher scores = more impairment.

Post-Hoc
Tukey-HSD Participant Category 1 vs. Category 2 Sign. (p)

Motoric UHDRS TMS#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.325

ISCED+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.325

TFC+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.520

IS+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative 0.333

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.060

SDMT+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001

Verfct+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.005

Genotype negative Family controls <0.050

SCNT+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls 0.096

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001

SWRT+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.005

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001
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Table 2. Cont.

Post-Hoc
Tukey-HSD Participant Category 1 vs. Category 2 Sign. (p)

MMSE+
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.05

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001

PBA_depscore #
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.233

Irascore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.167

Psyscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative 0.756

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls <0.005

Aptscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001

Exfscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001

Hads_anxscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.05

Genotype negative Family controls 0.842

Depscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.05

Genotype negative Family controls <0.001

Irrascore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.960

Outscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.874

Inwscore#
Premanifest HD

Genotype negative <0.001

Family controls <0.001

Genotype negative Family controls 0.534

Abbreviations: M: mean; SD: standard deviation; p: p value; y: years; UHDRS: Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale; TMS: total
motor score; ISCED: educational level; TFC: total functional capacity; IS: independence scale; SDMT: symbol digit modality test; Verfct:
verbal fluency test (category); SCNT: stroop color naming test; SWRT: stroop word reading test; SIT: stroop interference test; MMSE: mini
mental state examination; PBA_depscore: Problem Behaviours Assessment- Short Depression; Irascore: irritability/aggression; Psyscore:
psychosis; Aptscore: apathy; Exfscore: executive function; Hads_anxscore: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale_anxiety subscore;
depscore: depression subscore; Irrscore: irritability subscore; outscore: outward irritability subscore; Inwscore: inward irritability subscore.
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3.4. Exploration of Psychiatric Symptoms in Premanifest and Genotype Negative Participants in
a Lifetime

As an additional approach, we analyzed, within subgroups of premanifest and genotype
negative participants, how many suffered from psychiatric manifestations in their lifetime.

During baseline assessment, investigators reported if depression (including treatment
with antidepressants, with or without a formally stated diagnosis of depression), irritabil-
ity, violent or aggressive behavior, apathy, perseverative obsessive behaviors, psychosis
(hallucinations or delusions), have ever been part of the participant’s medical history.

Assessments were integrated within the ENROLL-HD database solely for premanifest
and genotype-negative participants revealing depression (54.1%) and irritability (40.1%)
as most common psychiatric symptoms in premanifest respectively genotype-negative
(depression 38.5%; irritability 34.9%) participants (Table 3).

Table 3. Explorative description of psychiatric symptoms being part of participants medical history
in a lifetime.

Premanifest HD Genotype Negative

(n = 5174) (n = 2640)

Depression
Yes (%) 2797 (54.1) 1016 (38.5)
No (%) 2375 (45.9) 1622 (61.5)

Irritability
Yes (%) 2074 (40.1) 922 (34.9)
No (%) 3099 (59.9) 1717 (65.1)

Aggressive behavior
Yes (%) 1091 (21.1) 262 (9.9)
No (%) 4081 (78.9) 2376 (90.1)

Apathy
Yes (%) 1447 (28.0) 358 (13.6)
No (%) 3724 (72.0) 2280 (86.4)

Obsessive behavior
Yes (%) 1302 (25.2) 354 (13.4)
No (%) 3869 (74.8) 2283 (86.6)

Psychosis
Yes (%) 181 (3.5) 61 (2.3)
No (%) 4990 (96.5) 2576 (97.7)

4. Discussion

To investigate the disease burden in caregivers and premanifest HD patients, we took
advantage of the largest database of HD patients and analyzed the global ENROLL-HD
registry study, using N = 21,116 participants from periodic dataset five. Manifold research
approaches have been attempted within the last few years, focusing on the course of
the disease in manifest HD patients or investigated prevalence data, biomarkers, and
outcome measures in motor-manifest and premanifest HD within the clinical research
platform [6,35–39]. With our research, we changed the focus to a large cohort of more
than n = 2300 participants included as family controls—coming from the direct family
environment of an affected HD patient—and a further n = 2640 participants implemented
as genotype-negative HD as a control group. In addition, we analyzed more than five
thousand participants implemented as premanifest HD, potentially also affected by one
parent suffering from HD. Focusing on the large cohort of premanifest participants, we
investigated in these patients, formally without a clinical diagnosis of HD, more motoric,
functional, cognitive, and psychiatric impairments if compared to genotype negative, and,
in some parts, if compared to family controls. These findings go along with other research
describing prodromal phases of HD, before the onset of distinct motoric symptoms (defined
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as diagnostic confidence level 4) and also go along with earlier observed neurocognitive,
neuropsychiatric, biomarker, and structural MRI changes with brain atrophy in premanifest
HD patients [40–45] Recently, CSF neurofilament light protein (NfL) was identified as a
potential biomarker and is elevated far before the onset in pre-HD as a sensitive measure
for neurodegenerative processes, starting decades before clinical onset [46]. As a limitation,
no CSF measures or neuro-imaging data were available within the investigated cohorts, so
neurobiological correlates could not be identified. However, further aspects of, especially,
neuropsychiatric data were analyzed with a strong focus on clinical data. Premanifest HD
patients suffered significantly more from depression, irritability, psychosis, and apathy,
and had fewer executive functions, assessed by the clinical rater within the PBA-s scale.
Additional findings were confirmed for the HADS-SIS scale. Remarkably, we observed
significantly higher self-reported depression by family controls if compared to genotype-
negative and premanifest HD patients. One might hypothesize that these findings reflect
an enormous caregiver burden of people caring for affected HD patients, which has been
reported earlier in smaller cohorts [10,12,13]. Discrepancies in HADS-SIS as a self-reported
measure and PBA-s as an assessment of the clinical rater within the depression subscale
might be explainable because: (i) of the different self-awareness of deficits in HD [47,48]
even in prodromal HD [6]; (ii) based on an expected divergent rating of the clinical rater for
premanifest HD patients; or (iii) based on family members not reporting their distress. One
might hypothesize that caregivers—participating in the study as family controls—do not
report their own problems during an ENROLL-HD visit to not burden their sick partner
with additional worries. Hence, it might be speculative that there is a primary focus within
the clinical rating on manifest or premanifest HD patients providing higher scorings in
affected patients rather than in accompanying family controls or other effects of clinometric
properties regarding clinical assessments had an influence, as reported earlier [49]. Such
differences between clinician-rated and patient-reported outcomes were identified in earlier
research [50,51]. Here, an advantage of our investigation is that both self-reported and
clinician-reported assessments of psychiatric deficits were assessed. As another advantage,
data regarding symptoms—not only currently reported during a baseline visit—but within
the whole lifetime of the premanifest and genotype-negative participants were analyzed. As
an explorative approach, we identified that 54.1% of premanifest HD patients suffered from
depression, 40.1% reported irritability, 28% apathy, more than 25% persevering obsessive
behaviors, 21.1% irritability and 3.5% had psychosis symptoms in their medical history.
These findings are very similar to earlier meta-research about psychopathologic symptoms
describing frequent symptoms with depression, anxiety, irritability or apathy (33–76%),
obsessive–compulsive symptoms (10–52%), and psychotic manifestations (3–11%) in HD
gene carriers [52]. These are huge impacts on psychological difficulties, on the one hand,
and there is limited knowledge about beneficial individual intervention strategies, on
the other, which reflect an urgent need for further research concerning useful targeted
psychological therapeutic approaches [14].

Because psychopathological data are very congruent with earlier findings, we feel
confident that other evaluated assessments of cognitive, psychiatric, and functional data
will result in realistic findings. Conspicuously, 38.5% of genotype-negative participants
suffered from depression and more than 34% suffered from irritability in their lifetimes
as the two most frequent psychiatric symptoms, which seems highly frequent. These
findings are congruent with depression as the most common symptom, analyzed in vali-
dations of the HADS, within normal-population cohorts [53,54], very common late- life
depression [55], and especially the impact of a positive HD family history in investigated
genotype negative controls within our study [56]. To investigate these effects in more detail,
further information about the genotype-negative cohort would have been useful, e.g., how
many in the cohort were aware of the negative genotype and how many were still “at risk”,
without knowing their own molecular–genetic results. However, this information is not
available in the periodic ENROLL-HD dataset.
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As a further limitation, no information about psychiatric symptoms regarding lifes-
pan are given within the database for family controls, which would have been helpful to
analyze caregiver burden in more detail. In this context, further information about specific
family structures, disease stage of affected patients, or specific symptoms, in particular
relating to greater or less caregiver burden, could have been helpful within the dataset. For
data-protection reasons, it is currently not possible to link specific symptoms in an affected
parent, e.g., aggressive behavior, to, e.g., a genotype-negative child by their complaints. As
an advantage—regarding the clinical focus of the database—we additionally analyzed the
cognitive data of described cohorts. In particular, we investigated significantly less cogni-
tive capacities in all cognitive tests in family controls when compared to genotype-negative
participants. We statistically controlled for diverse fundamental sociodemographic param-
eters of age and education to minimize a potential bias for older family controls, since
age is known to have a negative impact on cognitive capacities [57]. Remarkably, after
controlling for covariates, the effects remained. One might thereafter hypothesize—as a po-
tential explanation—that being a family control for an affected HD patient goes along with
cognitive impairments, possibly due to a more loaded or stressful situation, seen in other
investigations with smaller cohorts [10,13,15] As a further explanation, stressful situations
for caregivers along with burdens and depressive symptoms, might have led to cognitive
disorders, which has been described earlier as pseudodementia [58]. However, we cannot
entirely exclude loaded family situations or even disease burden in gene-negative partici-
pants coming from an HD family. To validate these findings, further investigations with
large cohorts of family controls with a more detailed focus, using further questionnaires or
investigating specific relationship components, are necessary.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we analyzed the largest cohort of HD patients and families, and we
can confirm previous research describing slight impairments in motoric, functional, cog-
nitive, and psychiatric components in premanifest HD as a prodromal stadium of early
changes due to HD pathology. As a second approach, we investigated HD family controls
suffering from higher self-reported depression when compared to premanifest HD and
less cognitive capacities when compared to genotype-negative controls within the study.
As an explanation, cognitive impairment was potentially caused by loaded or stressful
situations in HD families and especially in relatives who care for a manifest HD patient.
With our research, we aim to sensitize ENROLL-HD investigators so that they are aware
of caregiver burdens caused by HD and encourage support with socio-medical care. In
particular, further surveys and variables can be helpful within the database to identify
caregivers at risk and provide adequate psychological interventions.
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